
scan thousands of
documents and intelligently
store THEM WITH

Your trusted document
capture system

What is
InfoCapture Web?
Intelligently digitize document storage
and automate form recognition
A web-based document capture and
scanning system that specializes in high-
volume batch-scanning and intelligent form
recognition that helps you automatically
identify, sort, and store any kind of
documents.

Improved capturing speed increases your
scanning efficiency, making it ideal for
high-volume batch-scanning operations

infoCapture's intelligent system
recognizes the contents and classification  
of the document and stores it according
to your desired configuration. 

Reduce storage cost and improve
businesses processes by automating
and digitizing how you store documents.

HIGH-VOLUME EFFICIENCY

INTELLIGENT FORM RECOGNITION

STORAGE AUTOMATION

Why your business needs it:

BATCH
SCANNING

INDEXING

VERIFYING

EXPORTING

INFOMAX'  POWERFUL AND
INTELLIGENT DOCUMENT

CAPTURE SOLUTION

Contains a powerful
built-in workflow



Be automated. 
Scan thousands with InfoCapture

Easy functionalities

Form
Recognition

Optical Character
Recognition (OCR)

Maker
Checker

Multi-user Batch-
scanning

Web-based
application

Intelligent form recognition
allows InfoCapture to
intelligently determine the
type of document it scans 

InfoCapture's OCR scans
and reads the contents of
the document, allowing
you to determine its
contents faster.

The Maker Checker of
InfoCapture allows the
system to accurately scan
and read documents by
having the systems check
each other.

Multi-user functionality grants
you three administrations,
particularly user, template,
and system administration.

Web-based interface helps
users easily manage document
scanning operations

A powerful document
capture software that
can easily scan and
capture large volumes of
documents

System Requirements
Server: 
- CPU: Intel  i5 8th gen processor or better / 4th gen @3.3ghz
(Min.)
- Memory: 32GB RAM / 16GB RAM (Min.)
- Storage: 2TB Available HD / 500gb available HD (Min.)
- OS: 64bit Win2003/2008
- Database: MSSQL 2008r2/2012
- Framework: .NETFramework 4.0
- IIS: Version 6/7
 
Workstation:
- CPU: i5 4th gen processor @ 3.0 ghz 
- Memory: 4gb RAM
- Storage: 500gb or higher
- OS: 64bit Win 7 / 8 / 10

Audit and
reporting

Be worry-free with web-
based audit logs and
productivity reports.

Built-in
Workflow

Built-in workflow gives
you a seamless process in
your document capture
operations

Remember, with
InfoCapture Web you:

•Get Quick Access Document
•Improve Capturing Speed
•Reduced Paper Storage Expenses
•Prevent document loss or damage
 

Over a decade old now, InfoCapture has
steadily provided reliable document

capture services to multiple enterprise
banks in the Philippines!

Tried and tested by some of the
country's largest banks and
corporations

Part of the InfoSuite series

•More safe and secured
Documents
•Easily customizable


